Lexis Practice Advisor®

Transactional practice is complex, and finding the latest agreements, forms, sample contracts and practical guidance can take up a big slice of your day. Lexis Practice Advisor® is a powerful online product designed to address the challenges of securities, corporate, commercial and transactional attorneys. Our practice area specific offerings contain sample documents, checklists and commentary, as well as forms expertly annotated by practicing attorneys from leading firms across the country to help you complete transactions more quickly.

www.lexisnexis.com/practice-advisor
Everything you Need. All in One Place.

This valuable transactional content is organized by practice area, making it faster and easier to navigate than other resource collections. A Lexis Practice Advisor subscription includes access to Matthew Bender® treatises and relevant case law and statutes for each offering. Subscribers can also easily navigate to Law360® and Lexis® Securities Mosaic® services (both ordered separately) directly from the Lexis Practice Advisor homepage.

In-Depth Coverage of Topics that Matter

Our comprehensive content is available for transactional attorneys practicing in the following areas:

- Banking & Finance
- Business & Commercial
- California Business & Commercial
- Corporate Counsel
- Financial Restructuring & Bankruptcy
- Intellectual Property & Technology
- Labor & Employment
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Real Estate
- Securities & Capital Markets
- Texas Business & Commercial

www.lexisnexis.com/practice-advisor
CHOOSE YOUR OFFERINGS

Subscribe to one practice area offering, or get access to multiple offerings according to the needs of your business.

BANKING & FINANCE FEATURING LEXIS® MARKET TRACKER
Contains guidance into topics most critical to Banking & Finance practitioners. Access more than 1,500 M&A and credit transactions with Lexis® Market Tracker, and easily locate and compare transactions across 900 deal elements.
Areas covered: Structuring Transactions/Securitization, LOC, Legal Opinions, Loan Syndication, Inter-Creditor Agreements & Subordination, Mezzanine/Acquisition/Real Estate Finance and more.

BUSINESS & COMMERCIAL
Our broadest offering. Gain access to over 4,000 sample forms and more than 60 Matthew Bender® titles.

CALIFORNIA BUSINESS & COMMERCIAL
Developed for transactional attorneys in California, this resource contains all the California-specific practical guidance, forms and treatises you would expect, as well as the complete collection of information available in the Business & Commercial offering.
Areas covered: California Entertainment Law, California Estate Planning, California Real Estate and more.

CORPORATE COUNSEL
Created by and for in-house counsel handling transactional matters, this offering contains detailed information on the anatomy of contracts, corporate and government compliance, in-house ethics and other issues of interest, allowing you to reduce your reliance on outside counsel.

FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING & BANKRUPTCY
Get unique insights into the issues most critical to practitioners in this area, including access to Collier on Bankruptcy®, the leading bankruptcy treatise.
Areas covered: DIP Financing, Plan of Reorganization & Disclosures, Asset Purchase Agreements, Proof of Claims, Loan/Debt Workouts and more.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & TECHNOLOGY
This offering includes a comprehensive collection of resources for the IP attorney as well as access to topical portions of Nimmer on Copyright®, Milgrim on Trade Secrets® and Gilson on Trademarks®.
Areas covered: Assignment, Contractual Protections, Licensing, IP in Joint Ventures and Joint Development Agreements, IP in Mergers & Acquisitions, Trademark Registration, Copyright Ownership and Registration, Patent Valuation and more.

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT
This offering is a comprehensive resource that provides unique insights on the topics, transactions and perspectives most critical to practitioners focusing on labor & employment, employee benefits and executive compensation law.
Areas covered: Screening and Hiring, EEO Counseling, Employment Policies, Executive Compensation Drafting and Disclosure, Wage and Hour Compliance, Layoffs/RIFs, Attendance, Leaves, and Disability Management and more.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS FEATURING LEXIS® MARKET TRACKER
Explore topics, transactions and perspectives most critical to M&A practitioners, including access to an extensive database of M&A and credit agreements with Lexis Market Tracker.
Get real-time access to the latest deal terms, provisions and language of more than 1,500 transactions, providing unique insight on current market trends that you can’t get from any other source.

REAL ESTATE
Tap into hundreds of term sheets, annotated agreements, and letters of intent, as well as leading Real Estate treatises and sample forms and documents from The American Institute of Architects. The Real Estate offering allows you to get more done in less time while staying informed on the latest developments in real estate law, including sustainability-related issues.
Areas covered: Real Estate Finance, Office/Retail/Industrial Leasing, Brokerage, Commercial Purchase & Sale, Sale-Leasebacks, Property Management and more.

SECURITIES & CAPITAL MARKETS FEATURING LEXIS® MARKET TRACKER
The Securities & Capital Markets offering is a comprehensive resource that provides unique insights on the topics, transactions and perspectives most critical to securities practitioners. Access to an extensive database of M&A and credit agreements is also included, and a convenient Lexis Securities Mosaic add-on allows subscribers of that service to access the latest releases (including guidance, news and enforcement updates) from the SEC and other federal regulators right from the homepage.
Areas covered: Private Offerings, Rule 114A, PIPE Offerings, IPO, Follow-on Offerings, Foreign Offerings, Proxy Statements, Compliance, Periodic Reporting and more.

TEXAS BUSINESS & COMMERCIAL
Developed for transactional attorneys in Texas, this resource contains all the Texas-specific practical guidance, forms and treatises you need, as well as the complete collection of information available in the Business & Commercial offering.
Areas covered: Renewable Energy, Upstream and Midstream Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Farm & Ranch, Texas Real Estate, Texas Estate Planning and more.

www.lexisnexis.com/practice-advisor
WHAT’S INCLUDED

Each offering you subscribe to gives you overviews, practical guidance, forms, cases, legal analysis and emerging issues for that practice area.

- **Overviews**—Brief summaries from attorneys in your field which provide background information on specific topics within your practice area.
- **Practical Guidance**—Practice notes and checklists from leading practicing attorneys across the country which contain step-by-step, “how to” guidance on performing legal tasks.
- **Forms, Precedents & Model Documents**—Get guidance on how to complete unfamiliar transactions with interactive forms, agreements, precedents and model documents, which include annotated drafting notes.
- **Cases**—Cases and codes that relate to each topic, as well as links to more in-depth information.
- **Legal Analysis**—Pinpoint sections of LexisNexis® and Matthew Bender treatise content related to your topic or specific area (e.g. Rabkin & Johnson, Collier on Bankruptcy, Nimmer on Copyright, Warren’s Forms of Agreements®, Milgrim on Trade Secrets and more).
- **Emerging Issues**—News, law reviews and journals organized by topic to give you immediate current awareness on the ever-changing legal landscape.

Contact a Lexis Practice Advisor sales representative at 800-543-6862